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Assessment Report
Level 3 Social Studies 2017

Standards 91596  91598

Part A: Commentary
Overall, candidates performed well in both the resource and knowledge based achievement standard.
Most candidates could demonstrate a thorough understanding of ideologies, ideological responses and
how these have shaped society or impacted on issues. 

However, many candidates continue to make the same mistakes that have been commented on in
previous years:

• Not answering the actual question clearly.
• Including definitions, historical details, or extra information not required by the task or standard.
• Providing quotes rather than describing points of view with their associated values and

perspectives.
• Not including specific evidence to support their ideas.

Candidates are more likely to be successful in the external examination by ensuring the topic that is
chosen for the knowledge based external meets the requirements of the standard and is contemporary
or continues to have influence today.  Candidates should ensure that for both standards they include
relevant and specific detail to support their responses for all parts of the task, respond to the actual
questions in front of them, and construct their viewpoints as per the Teaching and Learning guides and
Clarification documents.

Part B: Report on standards

91596:  Demonstrate understanding of ideological responses to an
issue
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• described responses to the issue of social media
• described relevant points of view that referred to values and perspectives
• described the impacts of the responses on the issue of social media
• did not utilise the ideologies provided in the resource booklet and therefore struggled to define and

provide reasons for their influence of ideological responses in task B
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• did not present their ideas as reasons to link the beliefs of the ideology to the ideological response
when completing task B

• made a poor choice of ideological response and had difficulty describing the impact of the response
on the issue and links to ideology.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• described people’s viewpoints as their ‘response’ as opposed to the actions that these people took
in response to the issue of social media.

• provided little or no evidence from the resource booklet to support their ideas
• missed one or more component of task A
• did not discuss values and perspectives in their points of view
• did not link the impacts of the responses back to the issue.
• did not answer in sufficient depth to meet expectations at this level. (Level 3).

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• selected ideologies from the resource book
• explained their ideas, presenting them as reasons for why or how the ideology influenced the

response
• used detail to support their ideas
• analysed the impact of the responses in general or on issues other than the  influence of social

media,i.e. social justice response of online activism’s impact on Black Lives Matter issue
• in task C, candidates chose different responses from those they had used in task A and B and did

not compare these well. Often, they compared the viewpoints of Charlotte Robinson and Rae Kwon
Andrews rather than their action / response of writing online articles

• did not complete task C, or their ideas in task C did not meet the standard.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• consistently included specific detail from the resources that was relevant to their chosen ideological
responses

• compared the two responses
• evaluated the extent of the impact each response on the issue of social media
• used evaluative language
• completed in-depth answers.

Standard specific comments

Despite the question / task clearly stating that a ‘response’ is an action rather than a viewpoint, students
have continued to make this error which impacted significantly on their ability to gain higher grades.

Some candidates continue to leave out relevant points of view or do not link these to relevant values
and perspectives.

91598:  Demonstrate understanding of how ideologies shape society
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• identified a specific society, in terms of location and / or time
• described identifiable ideologies, with details about beliefs and or values of those ideologies to

support their description
• stated specific societal change(s) shaped by the ideologies working with social processes
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• identified clearly valid social processes
• used a range of relevant specific evidence to support their generalisations
• identified more than one point of view, linked clearly to their values and perspectives of individuals

or groups in relation to the change / shaping
• gave responses that were comprehensive (written to the standard expected of a Level 3 student)
• used relevant social studies concepts.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• referred to a general or non-specific society, or several societies, or different timeframes which
equates to two different societies

• used little specific, relevant evidence to support generalisations
• used points of view, values and perspectives about the ideology rather than the change in society
• failed to link the ideologies to social processes
• focused on historical details or superfluous information, without answering the questions
• did not identify two or more points of view, values and perspectives
• provided quotes rather than describing points of view
• focused on unnecessary general definitions of basic terminology such as “society”, “ideology” while

failing to specifically use these terms in the society studied
• described ideologies in a very general way or too briefly.  Did not show a clear understanding of

the beliefs / values that underpin these ideologies.
• misidentified components, e.g. identified as ideologies, components that were actually social

processes or vice versa
• wrote short, poorly constructed answers that did not include all components of the standard.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• outlined clearly how and / or why the ideologies shaped the society studied, by providing reasons
for how and / or why the society had changed. These reasons commonly included reference to other
social processes or relevant historical / social factors

• included evidence and explanation that went beyond or elaborated on the changes
• supported their response to this component with evidence such as statistics, named people, places,

events, or relevant quotes from experts or authorities.

 Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• evaluated the extent to which the ideologies shaped society by including, short and long-term
impacts

• compared the extent to which one ideology shaped society with the other
• provided an evaluative judgement of the extent to which the ideologies had shaped society and

supported this with evidence
• included strong factual evidence to support their evaluation including statistics that could measure

impact, specific events that reflected impact, quotes from relevant experts or authorities associated
with this society, and evidence of changes to society.

Standard specific comments

In most cases successful candidates used contemporary settings and robust ideologies including:

• traditional Hinduism versus feminism in India
• traditional Hinduism versus capitalism in India
• liberal versus conservative attitudes to gun laws in the USA.

Whilst historical topics are acceptable if they meet the standard, Social Studies offers the opportunity
to use current contexts based on local, national or global issues confronting societies today.
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